
Le Pont de Passy 
et la Tour Eiffel

— Marc Chagall (Oil on Canvas 1911)

Circus clown + rouge-cheeked whore = 
the color scheme for this city scene.

It’s France, of  course. Pass the soup,
sing yourself  to sleep and watch a river

murder itself  again and again, the waters 
churning in their own tureen of  sunset blood,

the eye sucked along as if  dragged
down a drain—some internal plumbing

in the paint pulling you toward the back
of  the scene, where The Eiffel Tower waits,

the faucet turning off  and on
all this luminous action, all this Technicolor 

speed. The evening a migraine of  pinks 
and greens, or a clementine smashed

into sheer pulp and sheen. At the embankment
stands Chagall’s blue and green horse—a flattened 

gypsy caravan, a paisley toy in a child’s 
hopeful hand. Lurid fairy tale + working-class 

arrondissement = a train shuttering across 
the metal bridge—its blue windows blind eyes 
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in a peacock’s sleeping tail. I’m waiting
for the gangster girl clutching her purse

to appear, skidding on heels beneath 
the buildings simmering in reddish-

dark shadow, by the fiery brick walls 
lining the river. Instead, no people in sight. 

Instead, there is just the sky:
a crime of  light and desire, a gash 

of  dark blue that whitens 
as it recedes towards the Tower.
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Dear A—

Dear apple, dear angina,
dear after-thought, here is
another day that is not in August.
I write a friend who lives
in Berlin (not a city with an a
in it) and she doesn’t respond. I think
of  all the strasses in Berlin, all the cafés
with their sterling silver spoons and white,
weighted cups. Where does a city
actually end? Where does New York exactly 
give way to the suburbs and stone-scattered 
fields surrounding it? Once, walking across 
Spain, I took note of  how the pavement 
gradually increased as we approached
the city’s gates. Dear pashmina, dear 
vintage year, it is so melodramatically green 
this spring, I feel like I’m suffocating: insects 
hatching eggs in the trees, the rain
dark as ink, the garden furniture stained 
in cinematic regret. Where’s Gatsby
the summer my mother was an extra
in the film? Newport mansions 
oozing afternoon light, roses clipped
to the precise parting of  lips. She wasn’t allowed
to get a tan. Once the film was released, 
I looked for her in a large party scene. Wearing a yellow, 
lamp-shade dress, she was seated at a table, 
barely visible through the dancing legs 
of  Redford and Mia Farrow.  
Do plots end like cities, a little fed up
with themselves? But then some cities
are rosaries of  tension. Dear abacus, 
dear anxiety, thank god I am not 
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the boy in the Borges short story 
who can never forget anything—his body
teetering on stone walls, his mind
tallying and tallying.
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Bonjour Tristesse

(for Jean Seberg)

Summer is a slippery sorbet, flavored
in lemon, raspberry,
or some other fruit-splashed shade. Bonjour 
to the clairvoyant, rippling day. 
It is 93 degrees in the shade,
but, hey, the shadows appear tame—
each shaped like a champagne glass 
filling with something dark 
and thrilling, something you can’t 
put a name to, although you have a feeling 
it’s naming you, as it drinks 
up your arms, as it climbs 
into the rooms you hadn’t known 
you kept inside of  you. We are each 
a portmanteau that life unpacks: 
one compartment spilling out 
into the voracious air, and then,
the next. You think your motives 
are better than any other girl’s? You think 
you can pinpoint the exact place 
at which intentions 
tenderly wait? The heart 
is a continent slipping inside, 
or a Riviera about to slide and slide 
into the Mediterranean—slack-jawed
and patient. Play the crap tables, heroine,
roll the dice, your taffeta dress skimming 
past the gaming tables—in one hand
your gold-lamé clutch. The body 
a champagne glass time twists 
between index finger and thumb, 
a nimble, shattering thing
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we hate to see undone.
How far would you go
to hold onto what you presumed
was your own? To own 
a verb with such a decisive,   
ominous groan. Summer is a tray 
upon which a medley of  delicacies 
is delicately displayed: in the morning
café au lait, in the evening, the sky 
a crystal-ball blue. And,
my heroine, which pleasures 
will you fight for, which hors d’oeuvres
will you choose?
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Dear Teresa Wright,

(for Hitchcock)

Adolescence was never so milky
with unsure light, never so filtered
with small town ennui. Pull 
at the threads in the bedspread,
girl-woman, mash the potatoes 
before dinner, serve the soup 
in its obedient tureen and wait 
for your uncle to come, Fedora-hat 
shadowed. Nothing is what it seems.
Watch how preconceptions shift 
and tumble: newspaper clippings,
the library—ivy-covered and panic-
stricken—with its turrets and lit windows 
going out one by one. You want to be 
waltzed, held in tuxedo, cologne-
soaked arms, and instead you get detectives
photographing your house—your mother,
clueless and cracking eggs for the monotonous,
weekly cake. Afternoon, with its vague 
intuitions and back-stair retreats, has come
sooner than you anticipated. Nothing
is what it seems. Waltz with me once, carry me 
in your tender-gloved hands. Tunes
jump from one head to the next, and so 
does dread—its hem dragging in 
the claustrophobic mud.  Your uncle takes you
to a smoky bar, tosses back a double scotch.
Be careful, woman-child, life can take over,
do with us what it wants. A marriage proposal 
takes place in a dim, musty garage. Attempted 
murder seems inevitable, the next note in your song’s 
tense, sexual scale. Thank God for passing neighbors, 
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thank God for second chances, but in this world, 
no one leaves adolescence without a shiver of  grief, 
without the strangle-hold of  what they once
thought was love slipping, just in time,
from their throats.
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